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Integrating Exim with LDAP for Mail Relaying – A Case Study.



Abstract LDAP is being increasingly used in the enterprise to store information about enterprise users. As the corporate/enterprise LDAP repository generally already includes authentication information, as well as other information which can be used for mail routing, the obvious next step is to integrate the mail relays with LDAP, rather than maintain a separate, application-specific data store to support this single, albeit crucial application. Due to the volume of mail, and the mission-critical nature of an enterprise's mail relays, integration with a single data source presents some unique challenges and risks. In this paper, the architecture of one such integration is discussed, and methods of addressing these challenges, while minimizing the risks are analyzed, with specific focus on the deployment of an LDAP integrated mail relay system at London Business School. This implementation uses the Exim MTA for the mail relays, and the SunOne Directory server for LDAP. The new LDAP object classes and attributes required for this implementation are presented, and it is shown how we were able to use the data that already existed in LDAP. The exim configuration required is explored in detail, along with some of the difficulties involved, and examples from our configuration are given. A method for controlling mail relaying using SMTP AUTH is proposed, as is a new LDAP object class, which this method uses. The impact an implementation like this has on the existing LDAP architecture is analyzed, and the test methodology used to ensure that the existing LDAP infrastructure is sufficient is outlined. The tools used for this testing are also presented. Finally, the new tools and business processes required are discussed and contrasted with the tools and procedures used under the previous system.



Introduction London Business School provides email service for approximately 4500 live users, as well as providing lifelong email forwarding for approximately 30,000 additional mail addresses. As lifelong email forwarding with a London Business School email address is offered to all of our students, as well as to interested staff, this number will grow significantly over the years to come. Our live users have their mailboxes hosted on one of 4 SunOne Messaging servers, Jupiter (staff/faculty), Taurus (student), Hydra (old staff/faculty), and Aries (old student). Hydra and Aries are in the process of being phased out, but still host a few mailboxes. Additionally, there is a rollover period when a student finishes their time at London Business School, but retains their mailbox, during which time we are required to deliver all messages both to their mailbox and their forwarding address, should they provide one. Our mail relay architecture includes 3 incoming mail relays, Grus, Hare, and Crow, and one outgoing relay, mail.london.edu. All the mail relays are running Solaris 9 for



x86, and prior to 5 Feb 2005, these machines were all running Sun’s version of Sendmail. We run Mailscanner on all of the relays, mainly for it’s MailWatch functionality, which logs message information to a MySQL database. Additionally, we have outsourced our incoming spam and virus scanning to a company called messagelabs. Our overall relay architecture looked something like this:



cluster2.eu.messagelabs.com cluster2a.eu.messagelabs.com



Internet



grus.london.edu hare.london.edu crow.london.edu



mail.london.edu



Internal Email Client



Taurus



Jupiter



Hy dra



Aries



This setup, while functional, was less than ideal. Every address required an entry in the aliases table, whether manually generated and maintained (live accounts), or generated automatically out of a database, and then corrected by hand (lifelong forwarding addresses). The management of the aliases table had been simplified by using shell scripts, but the fact that even the simplest case required manual editing meant that there was significant time and effort expended maintaining this file. Additionally, there was pressure from faculty and students to provide external mail relaying. For obvious reasons, this implied SMTP Auth, ideally using the same uid and password that users were already using to access other network services. The solution to both problems was clearly LDAP. Most of the mail routing information needed was already being stored there (and used by SunOne Messaging Server), and users were already using their LDAP uid and password to access many of our network services, including their live mailbox (should they have one).



MTA We quickly decided on exim as the MTA which appeared to have the most robust support for arbitrary LDAP lookups. This was important because we were trying to reduce the data management overhead without rebuilding our LDAP structure, and



without adding new management processes to support a particular application’s requirements. Exim was compiled with the Solaris LDAP library to provide LDAP support, and with the openssl library to provide ssl/tls support.



Mail Routing There were several specific requirements for mail routing: 1) We had to accept mail to a large number of domains, most of which would be rewritten to london.edu 2) We had to relay mail unchanged to *.london.edu to allow for special servers to be set up without requiring a config change on the mail relays 3) We had to handle special cases, i.e. traditional aliases 4) We had to route mail to the correct backend mail server for live users 5) We had to deliver mail to any lifelong address to the correct forwarding address. 6) During the student to alumni rollover period we had to provide for dual delivery to both an existing mailbox, and to the correct forwarding address. Lets look at the first two of these. Requirement #1 is handled fairly simply, by setting the relay_to_domains list, and setting up the rewrite section of the configuration to rewrite the appropriate domains. Requirement #2 is handled by setting up another list called mailhost_domains, which consists of those domains (after rewrite) which we know we have to handle directly. The exim config file looks like this: domainlist mailhost_domains = london.edu : lbs.ac.uk : cselondon.com : \ ltnetwork.org : ctess.org : columbia.london.edu



We then simply need to make our routing rules dependent on membership in this list. This also solves an additional problem: that of knowing when we’re ready to deliver mail.



A brief excursion into LDAP As the remaining routing requirements will be satisfied using information stored in the LDAP repository, it’s worthwhile to briefly discuss the LDAP structure we use. London Business School already has a corporate or enterprise LDAP repository which is used extensively by other applications. The most relevant, in informational terms, is SunOne Messaging server, which uses the LDAP repository to store its own mail



routing information, using the attributes mailhost, maildeliveryoption, and mailforwardingaddress in an object in the people tree. We can take advantage of this, and use the mailhost attribute to route all live accounts to the appropriate backend mailserver, i.e Jupiter, Taurus, Aries, or Hydra. Similarly, we can use the maildeliveryoption and mailforwardingaddress attributes to provide lifelong email forwarding. In addition, as SunOne Messaging Server will take care of dual delivery for those users with the maildeliveryoption attribute set to both “mailbox” and “forward”, we can leave that function to the backend server whenever there is a mailhost set. If there is no mailhost set, then the user has no live mailbox, so dual delivery is impossible. Therefore we only actually have to allow for simple delivery, and simple forwarding. We do still need to add an aliases tree, to support special cases, group mailboxes, etc. These objects should, whenever possible, point back to people tree objects, for final routing, thus simplifying the maintenance needed when migrating users from one server to another (only the people tree will need be maintained). This is especially important given that we’re in the process of migrating users from Aries/Hydra to Jupiter/Taurus, and will make any future changes to the mail architecture significantly simpler. A simplified version of the LDAP structure used by London Business School is shown below.



lbs



london.edu



MailAliases



People



alias



lbsperson



An object in the aliases tree with have a DN of the format: “cn=ALIAS,ou=MailAliases,o=london.edu,o=lbs” An object in the people tree will have a DN of the format: “uid=UID,ou=People,o=london.edu,o=lbs”



After looking at the (expired) internet-draft for the “Laser” object class, it was decided instead to use a slightly modified version of the nisMailAliases object class for aliases. The original object class definition looks like this: objectclass ( 1.3.6.1.4.1.42.2.27.1.2.5 NAME 'nisMailAlias' SUP top STRUCTURAL DESC 'NIS mail alias' MUST cn MAY rfc822MailMember ) attributetype ( 1.3.6.1.4.1.42.2.27.2.1.15 NAME 'rfc822MailMember' DESC 'rfc822 mail address of group member(s)' EQUALITY caseIgnoreIA5Match SYNTAX 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.115.121.1.26 )



We’ve simply added the standard attribute “description” to the MAY category: objectclass ( 1.3.6.1.4.1.42.2.27.1.2.5 NAME 'nisMailAlias' SUP top STRUCTURAL DESC 'NIS mail alias' MUST cn MAY ( rfc822MailMember $ description ) )



This allows us to put a comment field into every object, which will make management easier in the long run.



More Mail Routing With this understanding of the information stored, and soon to be stored in LDAP, lets analyse the remaining requirements for mail routing, which are: 3) We had to handle special cases, i.e. traditional aliases 4) We had to route mail to the correct backend mail server for live users 5) We had to deliver mail to any lifelong address to the correct forwarding address. 6) During the student to alumni rollover period we had to provide for dual delivery to both an existing mailbox, and to the correct forwarding address. The exim configuration to support routing requirements 3, 4, 5 and 6, using the LDAP stucture discussed above looks like this: ldapaliaseslookup: driver = redirect domains = +mailhost_domains data = ${lookup ldapm \ {AUTHINFO \ ldap://LDAPSERVER/cn=$local_part,ou=MailAliases,BASEDN?rfc822mailmember} } mailhostlookup: driver = redirect domains = +mailhost_domains condition = ${lookup ldap \



{AUTHINFO \ ldap://LDAPSERVER/uid=$local_part,ou=people,BASEDN?mailHost}} data = ${quote:$local_part}@${lookup ldap \ {AUTHINFO \ ldap://LDAPSERVER/uid=$local_part,ou=people,BASEDN?mailHost}} lifelong: driver = redirect domains = +mailhost_domains condition = {match \ {${lookup ldap \ {AUTHINFO \ ldap://LDAPSERVER/uid=$local_part,ou=people,BASEDN?maildeliveryoption}}}\ {forward}\ } data = ${lookup ldap \ {AUTHINFO \ ldap://LDAPSERVER/uid=$local_part,ou=people,BASEDN?mailforwardingaddress}}



There’s a few subtleties in the above configuration. First, we expect every rfc822MailMember attribute returned from the aliases search to be either an address that requires no further processing, or to be of the format: [email protected]. The format requirement ensures that the domain portion of the address remains in the list mailhost_domains, which is a condition of any further routing by these rules. Next, because we only want to rewrite the domain for users who have mailhost set, we need to put the actual lookup in a condition statement. This is inelegant, but successfully prevents a uid with no mailhost set from being rewritten to ‘uid@’ . Finally, if the domain is still in +mailhost_domains, and a user has the maildeliveryoption attribute set to forward, the mail is redirected to the value of their mailforwardingaddress attribute. This will only affect users with the mailhost attribute unset. If the mailhost attribute was set, the domain would no longer be in +mailhost_domains. In practice this is how we’re handling dual-delivery during alumni rollover, i.e. if they have the mailhost attribute set, we hand it off to the mailhost, and let that machine handle any further routing, otherwise if they’re set up for forwarding, we forward it directly.



SMTP Auth and relaying We also needed to be able to support external mail relaying for members of the London Business School Community. This service will only be offered on the single outgoing mail relay, mail.london.edu. In order to do this securely, we decided to provide SMTP Auth with username/password authentication against the uid and password stored in LDAP. In addition to simple authentication, as relaying with authentication is allowed from the wilds of the internet, we want to be able to turn off relaying on a per-user basis, in case a user starts spewing virus-laden mail. However, we need to be able to do this without denying such a user access to our web-based services, such as the web interface to the helpdesk. We decided to provide this authorization by adding an attribute to the “lbsperson” objectclass in the LDAP repository. The attribute definition is: attributetype ( smtpRelayAccess-oid NAME 'smtpRelayAccess' SYNTAX 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.115.121.1.15



SINGLE-VALUE X-ORIGIN 'SMTP Relay Access' )



The syntax type is Directory String, and the expected value is “yes” or “no”. We considered using the Boolean syntax type, but against it, primarily to maintain compatibility with other similar attributes which are used by other network services. Here is a sample object class which contains this attribute: objectclass ( smtp-relay-person-oid NAME 'smtpRelayPerson' SUP inetOrgPerson MAY (smtpRelayAccess) )



The authentication portion of the exim config looks like this: begin authenticators plain: driver = plaintext public_name = PLAIN server_condition = ${if and { \ {ldapauth { \ user="uid=${quote_ldap_dn:$2},ou=people,BASEDN" \ pass=${quote:$3} \ ldap://LDAPSERVER/} \ } \ \ {eqi \ {${lookup ldap \ {AUTHINFO \ ldap://ALIASESSERVER/uid=$2,ou=people,BASEDN?smtpRelayAccess} \ }}\ {yes} \ } \ } \ {yes} {no} \ } server_set_id = $2



login: driver = plaintext public_name = LOGIN server_prompts = "Username:: : Password::" server_condition = ${if and { \ {ldapauth { \ user="uid=${quote_ldap_dn:$1},ou=people,BASEDN" \ pass=${quote:$2} \ ldap://LDAPSERVER/} \ } \ \ {eqi \ {${lookup ldap \ {AUTHINFO \ ldap://ALIASESSERVER/uid=$1,ou=people,BASEDN?smtpRelayAccess} \ }}\ {yes} \ } \ } \ {yes} {no} \ } server_set_id = $1



Authentication is done by attempting a bind against the LDAP server using the username and password supplied by the user, and then authorization is done by looking up the user’s smtpRelayAccess attribute, while binding as a privileged user.



In order to support a wide range of possible clients, we need to support both the PLAIN and LOGIN authenticators. The only important difference between these authenticators is the order of arguments. Now that we’ve provided for authentication, we still need to allow authenticated mail to be relayed. We decided to use the default configuration’s acl_smtp_rcpt (which runs at the RCPT To: stage of the SMTP conversation), acl_check_rcpt, which includes the following line: accept



authenticated = *



Also, since we’re using the default acl, we can ensure that we don’t require authentication from internal ip addresses by setting the following in the main configuration: hostlist



relay_from_hosts = 163.119.0.0/16



163.119.0.0/16 being London Business School’s Class B netblock.



Encryption and security considerations Since we’re requiring authentication for relaying, using the same username and password that are used to access other London Business School network services, obviously password security is important. In order to prevent password sniffing, we want to require encryption, specifically TLS. Enabling TLS is fairly straightforward, requiring only the following lines in the main configuration section: tls_advertise_hosts = * tls_certificate = /etc/exim/mail-cert.pem tls_privatekey = /etc/exim/mail-key.pem tls_remember_esmtp = true



It also requires that the key file listed contain a pem encoded private key, and that the certificate file listed contain a pem encoded certificate. Ensuring that SMTP Auth is only advertised to encrypted connections, requires an additional line in the main configuration section: auth_advertise_hosts = ${if eq{$tls_cipher}{}{localhost}{*}}



Finally, since many corporate and ISP firewalls block traffic on port 25, we need to listen on port 587 as well as port 25. (Port 587 is the Message Submission port defined in RFC 2476). This requires another single line in the main configuration section: local_interfaces = 
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